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On November 14, Odgers Berndtson brought 
business executives from a variety of 
industries together at ONE°15 Marina Club 
in Sentosa Cove to discuss the very timely 
topic of the implications for Southeast Asia 
of the outcome of the recent US presidential 
election. 

Steve Wilford, a Senior Partner for Asia-Pacific 
in Control Risks’ Global Risk Analysis team, brought 
his deep knowledge and experience to bear in 
discussing the impact the Trump Presidency could 
have on the region. Trump’s hostility towards global 
trade and interest in pulling back from regional and 
bilateral security alliances is predicted to have a 
variety of implications for countries, businesses and 
investors in Southeast Asia. But it’s not all doom 
and gloom—Steve pointed out some reasons to be 
optimistic about the future of doing business in the 
region, which continues to offer a lot of opportunity 
and may be the last bastion of the globalisation 
movement. 

Trump on trade

Steve began his remarks by commenting that 
during the presidential campaign, Trump took an 
aggressively isolationist stance on trade, threatening 

to impose unilateral tariffs on China and walk away 
from or renegotiate trade agreements. If this were 
to materialise, it would be a concern for Southeast 
Asia not least in terms of how China would react. 
Trump may seek to revisit trade deals with Korea 
and even Singapore in the hopes of negotiating 
agreements that are more favourable to the US but 
Steve anticipates that the new president will be too 
consumed by domestic policy issues, at least in the 
first half of his term, to spend much time on what 
he might regard as less pressing matters. The Trans-
Pacific Partnership, on the other hand, is dead in 
the water. Steve noted that this is a disappointing 
development for Malaysia and, to a lesser extent, 
Japan. In general, it means that Southeast Asian 
economies are not going to get the preferential 
access to the US market that they were seeking. 

Trump on security alliances

Steve then turned to the geopolitical implications 
of Trump’s anticipated weakening of the 
NATO alliance and the United States’ security 
relationships with Korea, Japan and others in 
the region. Trump’s statements, juxtaposed 
with an increasingly territorially ambitious and 
economically powerful China, are cause for concern. 
Steve noted that Trump’s putative isolationism 
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could become a self-fulfilling prophesy as we 
might see the Japanese and the Koreans start to 
ramp up their military spending and states like the 
Philippines and Malaysia move closer to China’s 
orbit and away from the US sphere of influence. 

Country-specific implications of 
the Trump victory

Steve next spent a little time discussing the 
potential implications of a Trump Presidency for 
specific countries in the region. He started by 
commenting that Trump’s victory will not have 
much impact on Indonesia, which does not rely 
heavily on the US for trade. However, if Trump 
continues or increases his anti-Islam rhetoric that 
could have an adverse impact on Westerners trying 
to do business in the home of the world’s largest 
Muslim population. 

Turning to Malaysia, Steve noted that the election 
of Trump is a setback for Prime Minister Najib, who 
invested a lot of political and personal capital into 
signing the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal. 
The death of the TPP and the lawsuits filed by the 
US Justice Department in connection with alleged 
high-level corruption at Malaysia’s sovereign wealth 
fund will likely expedite Malaysia’s move towards 
China. 

Steve does not anticipate much changing in the 
Thailand-US relationship going forward as a Trump 
administration is not likely to pay the kingdom 
much mind. However, if Thailand and her military 
rulers feel too neglected by the United States, 

they may edge towards developing stronger ties 
with China as well. From a business perspective, 
there are some political risks on the horizon that 
could have a drag on the economy in relation 
to Thailand’s upcoming 2017 elections and the 
inauguration of the deeply unpopular crown prince 
as the country’s new monarch. Bombings and mass 
demonstrations could once again be a possibility 
but Steve does not foresee the return of the sort of 
mayhem that erupted in Bangkok in 2010.

The Vietnamese government is somewhat wary of 
President-elect Trump because it was quite heavily 
invested in the TPP. Geopolitically, Steve is worried 
because Vietnam is the only state that borders the 
South China Sea that might take military action in 
response to China’s territorial expansion. Ironically, 
it may be America backing away from its security 
role in the region that makes Vietnam think twice. 
In terms of economic opportunity, Steve noted that 
Vietnam is a real success story and has become 
an increasingly business-friendly destination for 
manufacturing. The recent peaceful transition of 
power in the politburo was a positive development 
as well. One drawback to doing business in Vietnam 
is that corruption continues to be a widespread 
problem. 

India may be a bright spot in this story. Steve 
noted that there has been bi-partisan support for 
deepening and expanding America’s ties with India 
and he predicts that will happen under President 
Trump. In addition, the indications so far are that 
Prime Minister Modi sees Trump as a man with 
whom he can do business. 
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Conclusions

Steve ended with some advice for the business 
leaders in the room. He said that MNCs in the 
region are adept at working with government 
officials on day-to-day issues but more attention 
should be paid to crisis management and 
cultivating relationships with people in government 
who can be trusted to help and take action 
in a crisis. He advised business managers to 
anticipate potential threats, be they bureaucratic, 
competition-related or corruption-related, and to 
develop relationships that can help neutralise those 
challenges. 

Concluding his remarks, Steve acknowledged 
that the international geopolitical implications 
of a Trump presidency look a little bleak. Political 
risk is back in the headlines and there is a lot of 
uncertainty for markets, governments and citizens. 

Southeast Asia has its share of corruption problems 
and political and regulatory risks too, of course, 
but these are known quantities for the most part 
and are more predictable than what we have seen 
taking shape recently in Europe and the United 
States. 

In fact, Steve argued, there is cause to be 
optimistic about a positive future for the region. As 
political forces in the US and Europe rail against 
immigration and free trade, Asia may be the last 
bastion of globalisation and governments here are 
working to encourage investment, liberalise trade 
and grow industry. Overall, the region still presents 
a huge amount of opportunity and that will 
continue over the years to come, regardless of who 
is in the White House. 
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